Facilitation of motor evoked potentials by postcontraction response (Kohnstamm phenomenon).
We have applied repeated transcranial magnetic stimuli during the involuntary postcontraction muscle activity (Kohnstamm phenomenon) or during a tonic vibration reflex, both presumably arising from subcortical levels. The motor evoked potentials (MEPs) were compared with the MEPs evoked during a comparable voluntary contraction (cortical origin). The MEP amplitudes from the deltoid muscle appeared linearly related to the mean amplitude of the smoothed rectified background EMG preceding the stimulus. No differences in the facilitatory effect between voluntary and involuntary preinnervation manoeuvres were found. If we accept the hypothesis of a subcortical origin of the involuntary muscle activity in the Kohnstamm phenomenon, the similar facilitatory effect of involuntary and voluntary background EMG supports a predominantly spinal localisation of the facilitatory mechanism in this proximal muscle both during involuntary and during voluntary activity, at least under the present conditions of rather low stimulus strengths. In about 20-30% of all the trials an extra facilitatory effect on the MEP amplitude was observed during the shortening contraction compared to an MEP elicited during the lengthening contraction, in spite of a similar background EMG. This extra facilitatory effect of the shortening contraction was observed during involuntary and voluntary preactivation, suggesting an elevated excitatory state at the spinal level.